APA Format

The information in this handout, taken from the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association APA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 6th edition, covers many cases in research papers when outside sources will need to be credited. For additional information about other cases, consult the APA Handbook. There is a copy available at the UNT Dallas Library and inside the UNT Dallas Writing Center.

For additional examples for Web resources, please refer to the APA style website--http://www.apastyle.org/

*Important! Be sure to check with your instructor as to whether he or she prefers underlined or italicized titles.*

---

**PERIODICALS**

**Journal Article, One to Seven Authors, with DOI (print copy)**

**Magazine Article, DOI not available, each issue begins with p.1 (print copy)**

**Newsletter Article**, each issue begins with p.1, discontinuous pages (print copy)

**Daily Newspaper Article**, (print copy)

---

**BOOKS**

**Subsequent Edition, One to Seven Authors** (print copy)

**Edited Book** (print copy)
**Article or Chapter in an Edited Book or Reference Book, Two or More Editors** (print copy)

**ELECTRONIC SOURCES**

- For article or book chapter accessed online with no DOI assigned, use the URL for the home page of the journal or book publisher.
- Do not include database name, unless the archival document is only accessible from a database (i.e. ERIC, JSTOR, discontinued journals, dissertations, or unpublished papers). Use the URL for the home page (or entry page) of the online archive.
- Do not use retrieval date (of source accessed) unless content changes over time (wikis, blogs).

**Journal Article, One to Seven Authors, DOI not available** (accessed online)

**Magazine Article, DOI not available** (accessed online)

**Newspaper article (accessed online)**

**Book, edited, with DOI** (accessed online)

**Encyclopedia Article, Lead Editor (Large Editorial Board), DOI not available** (accessed online)

**Blog Post**

**Government Report, Corporate Author** (accessed online)

**ERIC Document -- book** (accessed online)

**Dissertation** (accessed online from a database)